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Abstract

In a modern and big city, the security system is not a single layered single module system. Instead, it consists of many
layers with autonomous subsystems which are capable of interfacing reciprocally in an efficient and coordinated way horizontally
and vertically. The design of such indigenous subsystems and ensuring tight interaction between them taking into account high
usability and resource utilization is not a simple task. In this regard, this article provides a comprehensive overview of the security
systems in smart cities. We begin by introducing trends and key stakeholders in smart cities. Next, we provide examples of mass
surveillance systems in developed countries like USA, UK, and China. Finally, we highlight some of the major challenges in
complete realization of smart cities. The security aspects discussed in this study can be beneficial in designing future smart cities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A new era of technology has presented the solution to city security problems in the form of sensor fusion, machine learning,
and artificial intelligence. But this also has its own share of challenges ranging from technical to financial. Sensors installed at
all these locations would generate a colossal amount of data for processing and analysis and that is the core challenge faced
by the cities around the world. Putting a surveillance camera on a roundabout would not stop any crime or terror activity by
its own. What it sees, record and send to the command center must be analyzed as well if it has to contribute in a responsive
security system for the city. It is obvious that protecting the data generated by sensors and the networks which carry this data
from sensors to command centers itself is a challenge.

It is not the internet alone but the IoT (internet of things) which is the future of the city security system. IoT builds a network
of all interconnected devices in the city [1]. An IoT based IP network is required to connect all the devices and sensors to
the internet or another high-speed intranet for analysis, storage, and backup. Such a the network would naturally demand a
considerable amount of investment in existing communication networks so that they can handle a large amount of data.

Most important sites in any city are its egress and ingress air, land and sea routes. It means airports, seaports, bus terminals
along with intercity roads form a security perimeter in any city. And if the population of that city is more than 100 million,
then this broad perimeter security pose a serious challenge for the city administration. Overcoming this challenge means only
securing physical axis of human security. Ensuring smooth traffic throughout the city, effective policing and security of critical
infrastructure in the city like hospitals, energy grid, water supply lines, gas distribution grid, electric feeders, banks, and
educational institutions etc. Each one these elements demand protection particularly in countries like Pakistan where cities are
expanding at an exponential rate without any city planning for the long-term implication of such rapid urbanization [2], [3].

Motivated by aforementioned developments, this article discusses the crux of security in smart cities. Especially, from
information technology point of view, security becomes naturally a challenging job for system managers and network managers.
Identifying attack and defense layer in the security system is critical for data security and system integrity. Therefore, this
article aims at identifying some latest trends and highlight the major challenges associated with securing the future smart cities.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses smart security framework, while Section III
presents some key stakeholders in the development of smart cities. Then, Section IV provides a comprehensive discussion on
key technological trends in smart cities which is followed by Section V that reviews mass surveillance systems. In Section VI,
some prominent challenges are highlighted for the realization of smart cities. Finally, Section VII concludes this work.

II. BASIC SMART CITY FRAMEWORK IN ACTION

Safe security systems are implemented based on a layered framework. Each layer in a typical framework represents a specific
role and scope within the system. Every modern smart city project has some core layers presenting the mandatory functionality
[4]. A typical layered framework of a smart city system is shown below.
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Fig. 1. Stages of development of smart cities.

• Application LayerAn application layer infrastructure is present on this layer. It connects the core network traffic to the
specific applications designed for a corresponding first responder like a firefighter, ambulances, police, etc.

• Network Layer This layer act as an integrator between application and sensors. It is usually comprised on the mission-
critical network. It connects different communication technologies like 2G/3G/LTE etc. with IP based core network.

• Sensory Layer This layer represents all the sensors and monitoring devices like CCTVs installed throughout the city [5].

A. Basic smart city framework
This is a basic level smart city framework layer model and more complex models can be built based on it. The complexity

of a smart city framework depends upon the required functionality apart from core functions like surveillance and central
command and control [6]. Below is an operational cycle of a basic level smart city project with core functionalities.

Output at each stage of the framework provides the input for the next stage, as illustrated in Figure 1. This is essential for
the framework to grow. There are 4 stages; Plan, Detect, React, Analysis.

1) Plan: Planning phase includes policy and design level decisions to ensure that responsive procedures, correct routing
rules, ACLs and information workflow are being implemented. Any variable required is integrated into the framework at this
stage [2], [7].

2) Detect: In this stage, sensors at the sensory layer detect some abnormal behavior or pattern in traffic or detect some law
and order incident and the information is passed to the command and control center using securing communication channels
connecting the entire system together.

3) React: The role of this stage is to provide the best line of action in the given scenario. It happens at the command and
control layer of the framework.

4) Analysis: At this stage, logs are maintained for each action for future review so that any shortcomings in the system can
be addressed at the planning level during the next system-wide review.

Usually, a smart city framework contradicts sharply with the enterprise architecture model. smart city frameworks are built
keeping in mind the availability of open architecture with a potential of integration of multiple heterogeneous systems. This
completely changes the stakeholder list. A comparison between enterprise and open architectures is shown below.

Enterprise Architecture Open Architecture
Organizations: LEA, Fire fighter, Ambulance services Many Many
Specific Requirements: Crisis management, surveillance, C&C, in-
telligent analysis

Many Many

Technologies: Sensors, networks, servers, databases, Big Data etc. Proprietary solutions Many
Integrator/ Provider: System integration services for vertical &
horizontal communications

Single Enterprise
involved.

Many

Stakeholders: Sources of input as suggestions Limited Many
TABLE I

ENTERPRISE AND OPEN ARCHITECTURES MODEL.

This comparison proves that it is almost impossible for any single technology firm to provide the entire system on its own
so open architecture is the only logical choice for any city to build a smart city architecture blueprint as the requirements and
complexity dictates towards an obvious choice between two types of possible architectures.

III. STAKEHOLDERS IN SMART CITY

Based on this discussion in the last section about the framework architecture, the following list of key stakeholders emerged.

A. Regulators
The regulatory authorities define the policies and regulations which govern the entire smart city system along with its critical

aspects like quality, data security, responsiveness, and reliability etc.



B. Network and telecom providers

These organizations build and provide the backbone of all the communication systems in the city for data transmission.
It includes both private and public enterprises. The robust and well-established infrastructure fulfills the heavy bandwidth
requirements of a smart city project via legacy 2/3G technologies or emerging LTE and 5G wireless technologies [8]–[10].
These operators use copper and fiber optic channels to form their backbone networks which enable them to provide high-speed
data traffic.

C. Technology providers

These actors are responsible to develop and provide technologies required to fulfill the functionality of Network Layer in a
smart city framework. Surveillance systems, detectors, sensors of different types are provided by technology providers. Their the
role is critical in the overall quality and reliability of the smart city the project as they are responsible to provide management
software for video surveillance, network communication equipment, and data storage solutions. For more advanced framework
their role elevates further. In that role, they supply the video analytics systems like ANPR, intrusion detection system (IDS),
video management software, facial recognition system, switches, routers, storages in SAN, NAS, SATA etc.

D. Channels

Channels actually install, commission, test and maintain all the hardware across the smart city system. They are firms
working in close coordination with technology providers and OEMs respectively.

E. Users

Government departments, businesses, commercial and domestic entities mainly drive the demand for the reconnaissance
arrangements. They determine the expectations of a system by laying down the functional and technical requirements based
on the security policies at city, province and national levels.

F. Robust technologies

Today, a robust security system incorporates a range of different technologies for data generation, transmission, storage, and
analysis. So it is obvious that for all these heterogeneous amalgamations of technologies to work, there must be a mechanism
so that different devices can talk to each other, as shown in Figure 2.

Selection of technology at each step of designing a smart city system is critical as it is the technology which in the end is
going to make the difference between law and crimes; peace and instability [11], [12]. Law enforcement agencies would be
able to respond earliest if the enabling technologies which the system is based on are interacting with each other at an optimal
level. To make this happen, careful technology planning is critical in the conception of any citywide security project [2].

Before analyzing some of the contemporary and emerging smart city technologies, it would be prudent to take a high-level
look at the overall technology trends in smart city domain [13], [14]. This knowledge will help in deciding which kind of
technology to adopt, what kind of data analytic services to choose and what are the options in terms of selecting technologies
for making the entire system secured.

IV. KEY TRENDS IN SMART CITY TECHNOLOGIES

There have been three key trends emerging in the smart city technologies.
1) Transition towards wireless communication
2) Advances in cloud computing, machine learning, and intelligent data analytics
3) Evolution of smart technology concept in city security systems

Transition towards wireless communication
Wireless communication has emerged as unavoidable reality in mobile and tablet era. Wireless communications today

connects billions of devices around the world. Developments of new wireless standards and their integration with existing
wire-based systems have enabled the rapid growth of wireless communication. Long Term Evolution Solutions (LTE), City
Clouds, Machine to Machine communication (M2M), Wireless Security protocols (WPS etc.) and IP stack services etc. are
just a few of the technologies which have changed the communication landscape. Now, all the stakeholders involved in the
development of a smart city project will be able to connect with each other while being mobile. This has reduced the time
taken for data transmission, processing, and decision making. Now LEAs around the world use wireless equipped handheld
devices for obtaining information about anyone from a number of databases residing on remote servers at distinct locations.

IP technology in video surveillance has enabled police to install IP cameras at locations where previously it was not possible
due to the lack or absence of required network cables. Today, through IP technology, cameras can be installed immediately
and effectively while also providing footage to multiple users across numerous remote locations.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of connected sectors in smart city

A. Growth of Cloud Computing, Data Mining, and Analytics

Cloud computing allows large data storage and retrievals on a fast speed using virtual hard drives in their clouds. Computing
clouds are usually connected with core networks around the world making them the obvious choice for data storage and
processing. Cloud architecture has enabled the technology firms, individuals and governments to access their data from any
location while saving the cost and space on own physical servers. This arrangement also decreases the traffic load on the own
network. Data mining and analytics are emerging domains in data analysis. These technologies are helping governments with
key data insights to interpret multiple scenarios from multiple vantage points in dramatically less time [15].

B. Integration of Smart Technology

Smart technology envisions the integration of all sensors, all people, machines in an intelligent way in an ecosystem like
environment. To achieve this, efforts are being made to make the devices, people, and buildings smarter. Internet of Things
(IoT) is a major development in this regard. Smart technology is already present through the aid of smartphones, contactless
payments, near field communication (NFC), integration of smart cards with biometrics etc [16]. Once implemented completely,
this technology is going to change the operational nature of smart city systems completely. Thought IoT multi fold information
about each individual will be available to a lot many attributes of his life. IoT despite its benefits would complicate the
architecture of a smart city system and there exist a number of caveats as technology firms around the world are trying to
make it a reality [17].

V. MASS SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM AS COUNTER STRATEGY

9/11 will be remembered as a watershed incident which made the world realize that the threat of mass terrorism is real and
close. Security and surveillance emerged as a top priority in world capitals and the result was a culture of mass surveillance to
monitor masses along with some other measures which were devised to track the communication and movement of individuals.
Below is a brief description of these measures.

A. USA

In post 9/11, the world scrambled to enhance the security for larger urban centers. New departments were established in
the US and new travel rules and regulations were made to plug the loopholes in immigration systems. Two of the major steps
taken in the most advanced nation, US. One was the rapid development of a surveillance system by NSA to track Al-Qaeda



on the American soil. Secondly, social media giants like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Skype, and Google began to cooperate
with NSA by turning over sensitive user information. Both these initiatives initially met with severe criticism as these violated
personal liberties and the US constitutions. A new wireless surveillance unit was established in FBI as well with the core
mission of developing new technologies for police and other law enforcement agencies to eavesdrop on the Internet and wireless
communications of American citizens [18].

These overtures despite some criticism ensured the security of US cities and thats why till date no incident like 9/11 ever
took place.

B. UK

Like 9/11, London witnessed horrific terror incident when, on 7/7/2005, four bombs carried by jihadi suicide bombers
exploded on tube trains and a bus in London, killing 56 people including the attackers. This was the beginning of a new era
of surveillance in the UK. Right now, there are more than 12,000 video surveillance cameras in London Underground alone.
London authorities track criminals and terrorists using these cameras. The video surveillance system is callable of monitoring
sensitive areas in real time. Like the USA, in the UK too, police was given special powers after 7/7 allowing it to keep terror
suspects under its custody for four weeks without charging them. The UK also allowed it secret service to snoop on citizens
internet data like happened in the US after 9/11. In 2015, it was revealed that a total number of installed cameras in London
could be around 6 million.

C. China

China overhauled its city surveillance system in 2012 and achieved 100 percent coverage of Beijing city in 2015. Though
no constitutional changes like US and UK were made in China after the installation of the surveillance system, the number
of the police force has been increased in the capital. All cameras are controlled by Beijing’s Public Security Bureau where
activities of masses throughout the city are monitored and on detection of an anomaly on the field, troops are directed to rush
to that location. Beijing is now considered among the cities with a top number of surveillance cameras installed.

D. France

France has implemented a mixed security approach comprising high-tech technologies along with low-tech legacy security
measures. For instance, after deadly bombs were stashed inside sidewalk dustbins, the city removed all public waste containers
and replaced them with models that used transparent bag.

Major tasks about Paris’ security rest with the foot soldiers patrolling the street of the city who are being aided by less
obtrusive security apparatus: the citys sophisticated video-surveillance technology. Video surveillance set up in Paris houses one
of the most advanced Network Operation centers from where video surveillance is analyzed at a real time. All these examples
show that video surveillance has been the most sought-after security solution around the world after the 9/11 incident. There
exists a considerable pool of problems with these surveillance systems.

Centralized biometric 
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Data centers

Data centers

Fig. 3. Centralized biometric architecture.

VI. CHALLENGES IN SMART CITY PROJECTS

Every city on the world map is different from any other city. Cities are different in terms of their population and area
sizes, they are different in their demographic diversity, they are different with respect to their cultural values. They are also
different in the level of social inclusion and economic viability. These are major differences which pose an extremely daunting
challenge for the security architect to design a city-wide security system. But the challenges faced by any smart city project



are not limited to these differences alone. There are broader issues which need to be addressed first in order to make any smart
city system work the way it was intended to do. Developing nations are particularly vulnerable to a series of challenges in
implementing smart city projects. Below is a detailed analysis of these problems which may hinder the progress on smart city
projects in developing nations and maturing cities.

A. Policy Level

Institutional disconnect, political interventions, and weak administrative hierarchical structures always lead to poor governance
and policymaking. No single state organ can overcome security challenges of today hence a multi-level coordinated governance
model must be followed which can provide a guideline for all the state institutions to work in a coordinated manner. Without
adopting such policy level thinking, the results would be unsustainable, short-term and reactionary while the advantage of the
preemptive strike would always remain with the terrorists and other criminals [19].

Best line of action for implementing a smart city project is to follow a framework model with clear horizontal and vertical
coordination through well-contemplated procedures and protocols. The framework must address exceptional scenarios as well.

A coordinated framework at a policy level can be developed only if all coordinated bodies demonstrate a leadership role
during this process. Institutional leadership must be able to complete strategic and critical appraisal of this framework in order
to address any functional discrepancies in it. Producing such leadership at top of every institute is yet another challenge in
developing nations like Pakistan where political intervention in almost every state institution has compromised its quality of
leadership.

The framework must guide how to interact with different departments in a ministry or which protocol to follow when asking
for assistance to another ministry. Similarly, it must provide means to include the non-state actors like NGOs and community
members for their input and suggestions.

Such frameworks are hard to cite in developing nations and it is their absence which is one of the core reasons for developing
nations to be such. The absence of integrated coordinated framework leads to waste of resources and contradictory policymaking.
Pakistan is a prime example in many departments.

B. Governance Level

Grander stress on security as a public good improves the need for teamwork and corporations of customary and non-
traditional players in the development of a smart city project framework. A broad-based methodology to build consent on
such a framework leads to the process of founding indigenous alliances and trusts based on the idea of co-producing a safe
environment for all.

City government and departments have a role to play in enabling such working alliances while the resources must come
from federal and provincial governments along with national and provincial level policy guidelines.

It is also critical to map early the potential stakeholders which can play a role in the implementation of a smart city project
at any stage. This helps in presenting the idea to that particular stakeholder with the clearly defined role of that stakeholder in
it. This gives an added sense of purpose and responsibility hence enhances the level of social inclusion. This is also a crucial
step because it allows the nonstate actors to align their policy and strategic planning with public institutions which in the long
run will help them by making the execution of their own program smoother [20].

Many cities, principally faced with high crime rates have effectively undertaken the elimination of urban crimes, violence,
and insecurity by turning it into an opportunity for new citizens’ engagements. These success stories have highlighted that good
governance and smart cities are reciprocal variables. Better the level of governance lower the probability of violent incidents
and instability in the city.

C. Technical Level

The biggest challenge in implementing a secure city project stems from the fact that it must be able to secure the information
gathered at the sensory layer of the system through CCTVs and other means. Information about the privacy of the individuals
is particularly sensitive and must be secured at all costs [21].

Availability of a strong communication infrastructure is another big technical challenge to the smart city initiative. Cities
with fiber optic connectivity and the presence of well-established Wi-Fi and other wireless technologies are more suitable
candidates for a smart city project than those where such communication technologies are not available [22]. Though these
can be established at any stage in developing countries finding the necessary political will to accomplish such pre requisites
become a challenge in itself.

Availability of trained human resource to handle all the devices, communication networks, storage facilities, network
management and security following the guidelines set in the policy-level framework is also among the most critical requirements
for a smart city project to be completed successfully.



D. Financial Level

Finances are an obvious challenge for the physical implementation of such a complex and advanced concept in a large city.
The financial the constraint may eventually lead to compromise some of the features intended in a smart city plan [21]. For
example, the scope of a smart city the project may initially contain the provision of machine learning and Big Data services
but while implementing the solution the prohibitive cost may limit the scope of the project to basic surveillance set up without
any advanced features like deep learning and training neural networks for optimizing response in the future.

Financial challenge is more critical and real in the developing states and maturing cities. International assistance from
financial institutions like the World Bank or the Asian Development Bank (ADB) may come handy and must be acquired
because no cost is greater than human lives.

But the best strategy would be to draw private sector investment in the city so that tax money can help build such an
expensive system within the available resources. The project can be implemented in phases in order to keep the per year cost
of installation within the limit [6]. This may turn the project into a long-term undertaking but this implementation strategy
would not constrain the available resources with the city administration. Areas for implementing the security system can be
prioritized based on requirements or perceived threat levels.

VII. CONCLUSION

Smart cities require dozens and in some cases, hundreds of small and large-scale initiatives at a different level in different
institutions in the cities to be able to emerge on a responsive security framework. One such example of multiple initiatives is
Safe Dubai project. An ambitious city safety project was undertaken by the UAE government where billions of small or large
IP based devices would be generating the considerably higher amount of data to be processed and analyzed. It is estimated
that during the course of its implementation till 2020, the project will connect more than 20 billion smart devices through IoT
networks. This massive network will provide the input for information processing units which will be running mainly on PoE.
This advanced project is only of a kind in the world and it will usher a new era in smart city planning.
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